Across
1 Pythons die entranced (10)
6 Side of beef? (4)
9 Last French church makes the rules (10)
10 Yet second person heads north (4)
12 Time spent at ancient city by woman of ill-repute (4)
13 Bury dizzy knight with no guts (9)
15 Boxes round about now, then falls (8)
16 Accountant gives topless tsar a back rub (6)
18 Help with wordplay, but do so voluntarily (6)
20 Did a dwarf call Snow White on this? (8)
23 That’s Vincent’s bribe (9)
24 Primates fall in church recess (4)
26 Sock it to ’em with this (4)
27 The German lovers are terrible (10)
28 Initiate a system — simple (4)
29 Tired schoolmaster? (10)

Down
1 Occupy storage space (4)
2 Birds see swine gets broken snout (7)
3 Readings suggest it vibrates soon (12)
4 John Lennon pictures? (8)
5 Occasions when Eliot visits Number 10 (6)
7 Jealous of broken keepsake (almost) (7)
8 Twenty years ago they were love, plenty, peace and truth (10)
11 Punt rail myth victoriously (12)
14 Look carefully now — rust is nice (10)
17 He sounds like me, but glugs average rice wine (8)
19 Take computers around in boxes (7)
21 Inland it’d be her soon (7)
22 Terminal 1 destroyed by ornamental spike (6)
25 Employed by American newspaper boss (4)
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